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QUESTION 1

You have a source material for your policy model that reads as follows: 

"Only families who meet the minimum work and education requirement are eligible for the competitiveness credit. A
family meets the work and education requirement if all of its members are either gainfully employed or enrolled in a full-
time study program. Families in which a member does not meet the requirement but is actively searching for a job can
apply for a waiver". 

Which statement describes the entity structure that your policy model should have? 

A. The rules will infer the necessary entities by using automatic data types. 

B. Create an entity for "the family member" an entity for "the family", and an entity for "the minimum work and education
requirement". 

C. Create an entity for "the family member" and use the global entity. 

D. Create an entity for "the family member" and an entity for "the family". 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/documentation/e79061-01-opm1047-3252369.pdf 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the following excerpt from source material for a building permit: 

"The City believes that the beauty of its lands is important. Any owner of an existing building that exceeds threes stories
within city limits must pay an additional yearly fee. The fee is $100 for every story in excess of 3." 

A rule concludes: An owner must pay an additional fee yearly fee if ________. 

Which three options complete the conditions for this rule based on the requirements? 

A. the building is an existing building 

B. the building is located within city limits 

C. the city believes the beauty of its lands is important 

D. the number of building stories > 3 

E. the fee = (the number of building stories ?3)*100 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

A student admissions system must capture multiple study preferences for a prospective student. Each preference
includes a preferred campus. If the student is electing to study at the Sydney campus, then the student should be asked
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accommodation questions. 

Which condition should you use to conclude that "the student should be asked the accommodation questions"? 

A. Exists (the preferences, the preference\\'s campus) = "Sydney" 

B. ValueAt (the preferences, the preference\\'s campus = "Sydney") 

C. InstanceCount (the preferences, the preference\\'s campus) = "Sydney" 

D. Exists (the preferences, the preference\\'s campus = "Sydney") 

E. InstanceEquals (the preferences, the preference\\'s campus) = "Sydney" 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/technetwork/documentation/e79061-01-opm1047-3252369.pdf (204) 

 

QUESTION 4

You are creating a new interview for the Service Cloud Customer Portal, and you wish to load the current logged-in
contact\\'s first name, last name, and telephone number into your interview for use in individual fields on a form. After
setting up your data connection, how must you accomplish this in the minimum number of steps? 

A. Set the interview to require the contact to log in to the Customer Portal but do not create any attributes, because any
data related to the logged-in user can always be loaded. 

B. Create separate attributes for the first name, last name, and phone number. Set the interview to require the contact to
log in to the Customer Portal, then set the mapped-in values for each attribute. 

C. Create separate attributes for the first and last name, a number attribute for the phone number, and set the interview
to be accessible for contact center staff accounts. 

D. Create separate attributes for the first and last name, a number attribute for the phone number, and set the interview
to not require the contact to log in. 

E. Create separate attributes for the first name, last name, and phone number. Set the interview to require the contact to
log in to the Customer Portal, then set the mapped-out values for each attribute. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5
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Assuming each child has a unique date of birth, which set of Policy Modeling functions should you use to determine the
same of the youngest female child? 

A. Exists, InstanceMinimumIf 

B. InstanceMinimumIf, InstanceValueIf 

C. InstanceValueIf, InstanceMinimum 

D. Minimum, InstanceValue 

E. ForAll, InstanceValueIf 

Correct Answer: B 
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